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olymers are the vital building blocks of all known life forms.
According to the central dogma of molecular biology (1), DNA
stores the information for how and when to build proteins, which
for their part carry out catalytic tasks like the polymerization of
DNA. How this self-perpetuating cycle has started is unknown.
The RNA-world hypothesis posits that RNA molecules were the
central players in prebiotic evolution, because they exhibit both
a catalytic function similar to that of proteins and the information
storage capabilities of DNA (2). However, how could such an
RNA world have emerged from the prebiotic soup?
A key element of the RNA world is a ribozyme that catalyzes
RNA replication. Directed in vitro evolution and engineering have
shown that such ribozymes exist, but require a length of 200 bases
or more, even in favorable high-salt conditions (3). Starting from
chemical nonequilibrium conditions with millimolar concentrations of energy-rich nucleotides (4–6) and with the help of
catalytic surfaces (7), only the formation of much shorter polynucleotides on the order of 20 bases was demonstrated in the
laboratory. Slow kinetics and cleavage due to hydrolysis limit the
formation of long polynucleotides and ﬁnally lead to a length
distribution that decays exponentially in the case of reversible
polymerization, i.e., RNA constantly being randomly built up and
cleaved. A simple estimate shows that to obtain a traceable concentration of 200-mer RNAs, the concentration of nucleotides has
to exceed the effective dissociation constant by at least 100-fold
(Fig. S1). Plausible concentrations of nucleotides in primordial
settings, e.g., a hydrothermal vent or a warm pond, should be at
most in the nanomolar to low micromolar range. However, the
binding afﬁnity for nucleotide monomer binding to an oligomer is
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weak, with estimates for the dissociation constant in the millimolar
range (4). Even if dissociation constants in the micromolar range
can be reached by speciﬁcally activated nucleotides, the nonenzymatic formation of 200-mers seems impossible in a setting
that is not supported by an additional physical nonequilibrium.
In this work we demonstrate escalated polymerization in a
spatially conﬁned thermal gradient as a possible pathway for RNA
to overcome this barrier. The physical nonequilibrium condition in
the form of an ordinary temperature gradient will lead to exceedingly long polymers, even under the conservative assumption
of reversible polymerization. In an elongated convection cell,
thermophoresis accumulates macromolecules like DNA and RNA
in a length-selective manner (Fig. 1A). We study how such a thermal
molecule trap produces a continuing chemical nonequilibrium
condition and thereby affects a weak, reversible polymerization
reaction based on bonding of monomers and oligomers and random dissociation (Fig. 1B). Using a combination of experimental
and theoretical methods, we identify conditions under which the
interplay of these mechanisms dramatically increases the length
range and efﬁciency of the polymerization process (Fig. 1C).
A thermal gradient in an elongated compartment arguably was
an abundant physical scenario in the prebiotic world. The compartment could be a pore in volcanic rock, a cleft of mud, or a rock
ﬁssure with the temperature gradient caused by the vicinity of
a warm hydrothermal or volcanic outﬂow into a colder ocean (8,
9). This could be found in both salty oceanic hydrothermal conditions (10) and the fresh waters near warm water ponds (11).
In the laboratory, thermal molecule traps have previously been
demonstrated to support accumulation of biomolecules (12, 13),
formation of cell-like lipid vesicles (14), and concurrent replication and trapping with a polymerase (15, 16). Additionally, a replication of codon information using tRNA is compatible with the
temperature cycling in a thermal molecule trap (17).
This previous work used the thermal trap as a passive lengthselective concentration enhancer without biochemical reactions
(12, 13) and replicators with ﬁxed product length (14–16). Here,
we show how the length selectivity of thermal traps and a linear
polymerization reaction with arbitrary product lengths mutually
enhance each other by a coupling between physical and chemical
nonequilibrium (Fig. 1C): The thermal trap accumulates monomers and thereby pushes the system out of chemical equilibrium.
Longer polymers are created due to the concentration-dependent
polymerization. The longer polymers are accumulated more efﬁciently by the length-selective physical nonequilibrium of the
thermal trap, which in turn leads to higher local concentrations.
The positive feedback loop allows the formation of long RNA
polymers even at low nucleotide concentrations. We validate our
theory experimentally in the fast polymerizing regime, using a laser-
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EVOLUTION

For the emergence of early life, the formation of biopolymers such as
RNA is essential. However, the addition of nucleotide monomers to
existing oligonucleotides requires millimolar concentrations. Even in
such optimistic settings, no polymerization of RNA longer than about
20 bases could be demonstrated. How then could self-replicating
ribozymes appear, for which recent experiments suggest a minimal
length of 200 nt? Here, we demonstrate a mechanism to bridge this
gap: the escalated polymerization of nucleotides by a spatially conﬁned thermal gradient. The gradient accumulates monomers by
thermophoresis and convection while retaining longer polymers exponentially better. Polymerization and accumulation become mutually self-enhancing and result in a hyperexponential escalation of
polymer length. We describe this escalation theoretically under the
conservative assumption of reversible polymerization. Taking into
account the separately measured thermophoretic properties of
RNA, we extrapolate the results for primordial RNA polymerization
inside a temperature gradient in pores or ﬁssures of rocks. With a dilute, nanomolar concentration of monomers the model predicts that
a pore length of 5 cm and a temperature difference of 10 K sufﬁce to
polymerize 200-mers of RNA in micromolar concentrations. The probability to generate these long RNAs is raised by a factor of >10600
compared with polymerization in a physical equilibrium. We experimentally validate the theory with the reversible polymerization of
DNA blocks in a laser-driven thermal trap. The results conﬁrm that
a thermal gradient can signiﬁcantly enlarge the available sequence space for the emergence of catalytically active polymers.
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Fig. 1. Proposed polymerization in a thermal gradient: cross section of
a water-ﬁlled pore that is exposed to the ocean at the top and subjected to
a spatially conﬁned horizontal temperature gradient. (A) Thermal trapping.
The temperature gradient drives thermal convection (circular arrows) due to
the thermal expansion of water at the hot side. Additionally, solved biomolecules move from hot to cold via thermophoresis with a drift speed
vT = DT · ∇T (horizontal arrows). In combination, solved biomolecules are
accumulated at the pore bottom, exponentially dependent on their Soret
coefﬁcient ST ≡ DT =D. Because ST increases with the molecule length, longer
molecules are trapped exponentially more efﬁciently at the optimal trap
width. (B) Polymerization. If polymerization and dissociation are in steady
state, the concentration of longer polymers decays exponentially with
polymer length. The mean length strongly depends on the concentration of
monomers and is too short to allow for self-replicating polymers under dilute primordial conditions. (C) Trapping and polymerization. The exponential thermal accumulation can counterbalance the exponentially decaying
polymerization. As a result, both the concentration and the mean length of
the polymers are enhanced massively.

driven thermal trap ﬁlled with a solution of double-stranded DNA
blocks, which reversibly polymerize at speciﬁcally designed sticky
ends. The experiment was designed to fully control all parameters
of the system. We record this polymerization process in real time
and ﬁnd a quantitative agreement with our theoretical model.

Polymerization. We describe the chemical dynamics of a generic
polymerization process as a reversible aggregation–fragmentation reaction (24),
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[2]
for the concentration cn of a polymer with length n. The concentration cn can increase via bonding of two shorter polymers (ﬁrst
term on right-hand side) or via the dissociation of a longer polymer
(third term), whereas it can also decrease via bonding (second
term) and dissociation (fourth term). Cyclization or formation of
nonproductive complexes is not considered here. The dynamics
off
are governed by the on and off rates, kon
ij and kij . Under the
“worst-case” assumption that these rates satisfy the detailed balance condition (25) (instead of supporting a ﬁnite ﬂux driven by
a separate chemical activation process), the steady state of Eq. 2 is
off
cn = cn1 ∏kon
1x =k1x ;

Theory
Thermal Molecule Trap. To study the interplay between thermal

trapping and polymerization, we ﬁrst describe the dynamics of
each process separately and then consider the coupled processes.
In a water-ﬁlled compartment, vertical gravitation and a horizontal temperature gradient ∇T lead to a laminar convective ﬂow due
to the thermal expansion of the ﬂuid (Fig. 1A). Additionally, dissolved biomolecules with a thermodiffusion coefﬁcient DT will
thermophoretically move along the thermal gradient with a drift
speed vT = DT · ∇T. Charged molecules have a tendency to move
toward the cold, a trend that can be understood from local free
energy considerations (18–21). In a thermal molecule trap, both
effects are combined: The biomolecules are accumulated at the
bottom corner of the compartment until a steady state of thermodiffusion and the counteracting diffusion is reached. Such an
accumulation effect was ﬁrst observed in gases by Clusius and
Dickel for chlorine isotopes (22).
We describe the accumulation of molecules inside a thermal
trap, using a 2D transport equation of the drift-diffusion type for
the concentration cðx; y; tÞ of biomolecules (23),
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a thermodiffusive ﬂux in the x direction with D the diffusion coefﬁcient and ST ≡ DT =D the length-dependent Soret coefﬁcient of
the dissolved molecule (18). On the other hand, thermal expansion leads to a vertical convection ﬂow with the velocity proﬁle
pﬃﬃﬃ
vðxÞ (SI Text A). The characteristic velocity, v0 = βgρΔTw=72 3η,
also depends on the gravitational acceleration g and the density ρ,
viscosity η, and thermal expansivity β of the solvent (Fig. S2D).
Eq. 1 can be solved by separation of variables. In the steady
state, the concentration cðx; yÞ = UðxÞV ðyÞ increases exponentially
along the vertical direction, V ðyÞ = expð−αyÞ with the accumulation coefﬁcient α ﬁxed by the solution of UðxÞ. The detailed calculation (SI Text A) shows that α ∼ ST ∂T=∂x, predicting that the
total accumulation in the vertical direction scales exponentially
with the Soret coefﬁcient ST . Because longer DNA or RNA
molecules have larger ST, they can be exponentially stronger accumulated in the thermophoretic trap.

[1]

Here, x is the horizontal coordinate in Fig. 1A, y is the vertical
coordinate, and t denotes time. The three terms on the right account for diffusion, thermodiffusion, and convection. The two
latter effects are evoked by the linear temperature gradient
dT=dx = ΔT=w over the horizontal width w of the pore, where
ΔT denotes the (ﬁxed) temperature difference between the left
and right boundaries. On the one hand, the gradient yields
2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1303222110

[3]

see SI Text A for details. Via summation over Eq. 3 the concentration of free monomers,
c1 can be related to the total local
P
ncn of all monomers inside a ﬁnite volume
concentration c0 =
element ΔV . By inverting this functional dependence numerically,
we obtain the polymer length distribution cn ðc0 Þ. The cn ðc0 Þ fully
characterizes the steady state of the polymerization process.PThe
simplest observable is the mean polymer length hni = c0 = cn ,
which corresponds to the ratio of the total monomer concentration to the total concentration of polymer molecules of any size
inside ΔV . We will see that the experimental ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) signal considered below is directly
related to the mean length via FRET = 1 − 1=hni.
Polymerization and Trapping. The precise interplay of polymerization and thermal trapping depends on the relation between their
characteristic timescales. A full analysis of the coupled dynamics
would require solving Eqs. 1 and 2 simultaneously, which is computationally intensive. For our purposes it sufﬁces to consider the
two adiabatic limits of this system: The limit where the polymerization reaction is fast and always remains equilibrated during the
accumulation process is adequate to describe the experiments
reported below, as well as for the prebiotic scenario of RNA
polymerization explored below. The opposite limit where polymerization is slow or quasi-frozen over the timescale of the accumulation is covered in SI Text C.
The characteristic timescale τa = 1=αv0 of accumulation is the
transport time for a molecule over the accumulation length scale
of the trap 1=α at the characteristic ﬂow velocity v0 . In the
polymerization reaction, a characteristic time τp is obtained
from the typical on rate and polymer concentration. For fast
Mast et al.
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Theoretical Results. The capability of the thermal trap to produce
long polymers is shown in Fig. 2. We discuss fast polymerization
(Fig. 2 A–C) and slow polymerization (Fig. S4, III) for various
dissociation constants of polymerization KD. In both regimes,
polymers of considerable size are found inside the trapping region.
To stay in the fast reaction regime, the relaxation time of the
polymerization process has to obey τp << 1=αvmax ≈ 30 min. The
concentration distribution inside the compartment is solved using
the adiabatic treatment described above, with effective diffusion
and Soret coefﬁcients deﬁned according to the polymer length
distribution as a function of the total concentration of monomers.
Fig. 2A shows the length distribution in the chemical steady state
for pore lengths between 2.5 and 4 cm (black boxes 1–4) at ﬁxed
width of 100 μm [which is optimal for the trapping of longer
polymers (SI Text A)] and with a dissociation constant of
KD = 10 μM with and without the continuing physical nonequilibrium of a thermal trap. Although dimers are barely existent
outside the trap, RNA polymers of more than 100 bases are
produced, exceeding even the nanomolar monomer concentration
outside the trap. The dependence on trap length is illustrated in Fig.
2B. As soon as the accumulated monomer concentration reaches
the threshold KD, long polymers with higher Soret coefﬁcients are
formed. Therefore, the effective Soret coefﬁcient ST becomes
Mast et al.

Fig. 2. RNA polymerization: accumulation and polymerization of RNA at the
bottom of a primordial geothermal ﬁssure. (A) Length distribution of a fastreacting polymer (τp < 30 min) inside a 2.5- to 4-cm (black boxes 1–4)-long trap
at 100 μm width with a temperature difference of 10 K, an average trap
temperature of 55 °C, a dissociation constant of KD = 10 μM for polymerization, and an outside monomer concentration of 1 nM at physiological salt
concentration (150 mM NaCl, λDebye = 0:8 nm). Oligomers with the size of active ribozymes are predicted to exist in the trap. (B) Escalation of polymerization. As soon as the total concentration of RNA monomers reaches the KD of
polymerization, the polymer length and therefore the effective Soret coefﬁcient of the polymers increase with the trap height htrap . Therefore,
cðhtrap Þ ∼ expðconst · htrap · ST ðhtrap ÞÞ grows hyperexponentially with htrap . (C)
Mean polymer length vs. pore heights and a broad range of dissociation
constants KD. Even for low afﬁnities, a plausible trap height is found at which
polymerization escalates and the polymer length diverges. For polymerization
slower than the accumulation, a similar behavior is found (Fig. S4, III). We
conclude that the escalating growth of RNA length by a thermal trap is a robust phenomenon irrespective of the speed of polymerization.

dependent on the trap length htrap , leading to a hyperexponential
escalation of the total RNA concentration with the trap length
according to cðhtrap Þ ∼ expða · htrap · ST ðhtrap ÞÞ with a being a constant value (Eq. S9a). The time at which hyperexponential trapping
is found strongly depends on the trap length and speciﬁc shape. A
1,000-fold drop in polymerization afﬁnity is easily balanced by
a mere extension of the trap. Also a larger trap aperture presumably
leads to faster trap relaxation. Because in literature values of KD for
a possible RNA polymerization reaction are only vaguely known,
Fig. 2C shows the mean polymer length for a broad range of possible dissociation constants and pore lengths, including a KD of
around 10 mM for RNA polymerization measured by the Szostak
group (4). In all cases, moderate trap geometries of less than 10 cm
lead to polymers longer than the above-mentioned 200 nt needed
for a self-replicating ribozyme. Considering the worst-case character of our reversible polymerization, models based on activated
monomers are expected to generate longer polymers in even
smaller traps.
For a slow polymerization (τp >> τa ), we similarly ﬁnd oligomers
of considerable length inside the trap (Fig. S4, III). Therefore, we
conclude that the growth of RNA by a thermal trap mechanism is
a robust phenomenon, signiﬁcantly enhancing the range within
which RNA can be polymerized, even with inefﬁcient polymerization reactions. The escalation of polymerization by thermal
traps persists over a wide range of possible primordial conditions.
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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Trapped RNA Polymerization Under Primordial Conditions. We extrapolate our theory to the scenario of RNA polymerization inside
a thermal trap (8) (Fig. 2). We consider a rectangular elongated
compartment and assume a reasonable temperature difference of
10 K. Smaller temperature gradients would require only linearly
elongated pores with slower equilibration times (16). We assume
that the pore is diffusively coupled to an inﬁnitely large ocean or
pond, and therefore we ﬁx the local monomer concentration at the
top of the pore at c0. The bottom of the pore is closed and the ﬂuid
ﬂow is fully characterized by convection. We assume that the RNA
polymerization reaction is in the activation-controlled regime
where the diffusive association is faster than the binding reaction
and the on rate is independent of length, kon
nm = const. A constant
off rate is a good approximation for short polymers and poses an
upper bound for long polymers, because base pairing can signiﬁcantly enhance the stability of a bond. As a reference, we chose an
outside concentration of 1 nM and keep it smaller than the temperature-averaged dissociation constant KD to reﬂect that only
monomers exist in the primordial solution outside the trap.
Concerning thermophoretic properties of RNA, we use recent
measurements of diffusion and Soret coefﬁcients of RNA (20, 26)
as documented in SI Text A (Fig. S3 C and D). Temperature and
salt concentration play a crucial role because they have a considerable impact on the Soret coefﬁcient of RNA. We investigated
three possible primordial scenarios. For a physiological salt concentration (150 mM NaCl, λDebye = 0:8 nm) we consider an enhanced average trap temperature (55 °C, Fig. 2 and Fig. S4, III) and
colder water (25 °C, Fig. S4, I). In addition, a salt-deprived scenario
(3 mM NaCl, λDebye = 5:6 nm, Fig. S4, II) is analyzed, where the
temperature does not change the Soret coefﬁcients sufﬁciently. For
the warm and salty scenario shown in Fig. 2, the experimental
scaling laws for diffusion and Soret coefﬁcients were ﬁtted by
DðnÞ = 643n−0:46 μm2 =s and ST ðnÞ = ð5:3 + 5:7n0:73 Þ × 10−3 K−1
(Fig. S3 C and D). Despite the fact that the Soret coefﬁcients decrease with increasing salt concentration (18, 20), we will see that
the exponential trap results in very similar outcomes for our three
scenarios, demonstrating the robustness of the escalation effect.

PHYSICS

polymerization (τp << τa ), cn ðc0 Þ always equilibrates according
to the current local concentration c0 = cðx; yÞ inside the trap. One
can then approximate the accumulation process by solving Eq. 1
with an effective diffusion coefﬁcient Dðc0 Þ and Soret coefﬁcient
ST ðc0 Þ (SI Text A). In the other extreme of slow polymerization
(τp >> τa ), the trapped concentrations of the polymer are independently ampliﬁed for each length by the accumulation factor
of the thermal trap (8).

Experiment
Experimental Model System. To verify the theory of accumulation-
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enhanced polymerization, we locally accumulated a reversibly
polymerizing model system with a laser-driven thermal trap (16).
The degree of polymerization as well as the local polymer concentration was measured in real time and comparable with the
predicted values from theory and simulation. Care was taken to be
able to deﬁne and measure all relevant parameters. In existing
RNA polymerizing systems the small size of the monomers does
not allow for real-time measurements in the picoliter volumes of
the trap via, e.g., ﬂuorescence microscopy. We chose larger ﬂuorescently labeled and reversibly polymerizing DNA blocks to implement the polymerization scheme (Fig. 3A). This model system
allows for a complete control over all relevant experimental
parameters [D, ST , KD ðTÞ], which is not possible in an RNA-based
system to this date. Despite using DNA, the experimental realization
covers all aspects of the used polymerization theory without loss
of generality.
We chose two single strands of DNA with a 95-bp-long homologous sequence ﬂanked by 25-bp long sticky ends. At experimental trap conditions, this yields a stable block of doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) with two self-complementary binding
sites. The dsDNA blocks are able to reversibly bind to each other
via hybridization to form polymers. The polymer-binding energies
are directly correlated to the length of the sticky ends. With
known hybridization kinetics of DNA, polymerization kinetics
(τp ≈ 10 s) were faster than the trap kinetics (τa ≈ 1 h). To measure the degree of polymerization, each sticky end is labeled with
a complementary ﬂuorescent dye called donor and acceptor.
When a dimer is created, both dyes are brought in close proximity.
The donor dye is then quenched by FRET toward the acceptor
dye, which will emit the transferred energy as ﬂuorescent light.
The normalized efﬁciency of this transfer is a direct measure for
the degree of polymerization, whereas the direct acceptor

Fig. 3. Experimental model system. (A) Double-stranded DNA with two
sticky ends serves as a monomer for the polymerization. The sticky ends have
a melting temperature of 55 °C and are labeled with a FRET dye pair (FAM as
donor, ROX as acceptor). (B) The absorption of a symmetrically moved IR
laser spot in the center of a 50-μm (height) × 100-μm (width) borosilicate
capillary creates thermoviscous convection ﬂow and thermal gradients. (C)
The ﬂuid ﬂow has four symmetric convection rolls that model four hydrothermal pores connected at their bottom and hot sides. The temperature
proﬁle (T = 53–60 °C) is measured using temperature-sensitive ﬂuorescence.
The total monomer concentration c0 is inferred from the acceptor ﬂuorescence and the polymerization is recorded using FRET.
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ﬂuorescence determines the absolute concentration of dsDNA
blocks. At a trap temperature of 53 °C, the initial average polymer
length equilibrated at a value of 1.7 DNA blocks, which corresponds to a total average length of ∼200 bp.
We used an improved version of the laser-driven thermal trap
described in ref. 16, which allows us to set the convection speed
and the temperature gradient independently of the pore width w
(Fig. 3B). An infrared laser was focused inside the ﬁlled 50-μm
(height) × 100-μm (width) borosilicate capillary from below. Light
absorption and the rapid movement of the IR laser along the long
symmetry axis of the capillary created an elongated (length: 2 ×
3,500 μm) and inwardly directed temperature gradient. Additionally, thermoviscous pumping (27) induced four symmetric
convection rolls, when an asymmetric laser pattern was applied
(Fig. 3C, Flow), which corresponds to four thermal traps that are
connected at their hot and bottom sides as symmetric boundaries
(Fig. 1A and Fig. S2). Alternating light-emitting diode (LED)
excitation provided access to all four excitation and emission
channels of the carboxy-X-rhodamine (ROX) and ﬂuorescin
amidite (FAM) dye, which was required to measure the fraction
of closed bonds and the local concentration of monomers. A
typical experimental temperature proﬁle, monomer concentration, and FRET signal at the beginning and end of an experiment are shown in Fig. 3C.
The dsDNA block has three relevant physical parameters: The
diffusion coefﬁcient D, the Soret coefﬁcient ST, and the temperature-dependent monomer–monomer dissociation constant, KD =
on
koff
11 =k11 . We determined all three parameters in independent experiments. KD was measured via a melting-curve analysis of a
modiﬁed DNA that could form only dimers (Fig. S3A). D and ST
were both quantiﬁed by microscale thermophoresis (18, 26, 28–30),
using an unreactive control monomer lacking sticky ends. To obtain
the diffusion and Soret coefﬁcients for multimers, we combined the
monomer properties with the scaling laws established in ref. 18,
yielding DðnÞ = 65n−0:75 μm2 =s and ST ðnÞ = 0:1n0:5 K −1 . These experimental constraints turn Eqs. 1 and 2 into a predictive theoretical model for our system. Due to its size, the dsDNA monomer
diffuses slowly and reacts quickly via base pairing; we assumed
diffusion-controlled association rates between monomers and
multimers, kon
1n ∼ ½Dð1Þ + DðnÞ. As all bonds within the polymer
are identical, a length-independent dissociation rate can be asoff
dis
on
sumed, koff
nm = k . Taken together, this yields k1n =k1n = 1:14 ×
−0:75 −1
−6
ð0:5 + 0:5n
Þ × 10 M, which allows a theoretical prediction
of the steady-state concentrations cn ðc0 Þ, using Eq. 3.
Experimental Results. In Fig. 4A, the time lapse of accumulation in
the trap center and at the edge is shown. Laser pumping drove the
ﬂuid in circular motion at a speed of 28 μm/s and established
a temperature gradient of 7 K. Accumulation sets in immediately,
depleting the edges of the trap and ﬁlling the center, reaching
a constant concentration ratio between the trap center and the
edge after 6 h. The edge was subsequently ﬁlled via diffusive inﬂux
from the outside of the trap, a process that is predicted to take
several months (Fig. S3B). Therefore, linear syringe pumping
across the capillary was performed during the complete experiment. An average ﬂow speed of 1 μm/s was used to enhance diffusion-driven ﬁlling of the trap in a reasonable amount of time. To
describe this more complex system, we included the analytical
results of Eq. 1 in a 2D ﬁnite-element simulation by considering
effective diffusion and Soret coefﬁcients D and ST and a
temperature-dependent dissociation constant KD ðTÞ (Fig. S2).
Because all relevant parameters [diffusion and Soret coefﬁcients,
KD ðTÞ, temperature, and convection ﬂow velocity] were measured
separately, no ﬁt parameters were required to describe the experiment by the simulation. The 2D approximation of the 3D
experimental system has been veriﬁed in previous work (8, 16).
Boundary effects can be neglected for large dimensions in the z
direction whereas for smaller dimensions, the effect of a parabolic
proﬁle is averaged by diffusion.
Mast et al.
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Fig. 4. Experimental data compared with simulation. (A) Simulated and
measured monomer concentration in the center and at the edge of the trap
with a ﬂow-through drift of 1 μm/s. The initial monomer concentration was
P
P
2 μM (time-point A). The separation ratio
kck;center = kck;edge is increased
(separation phase) until the steady state of concentrations within the trap is
reached after 6 h (time-point C). The monomer concentration in the trap
edges is depleted by two orders of magnitude. By drift and diffusion from
the surrounding bulk reservoir, the trap is ﬁlled until the trap edge reaches
the concentration of the outside bulk reservoir (ﬁlling phase). Due to the
restricted one-dimensional geometry outside the trap, ﬁlling is inefﬁcient
and requires several weeks (time-point D). (B) The FRET signal is a direct
measure for the mean length of the polymer, plotted against the total
monomer concentration in the trap center. During the complete experiment, the relationship between concentration and mean length matches
the polymer theory without ﬁtting parameters. The same relationship is
obtained by titration in bulk solution (open squares). (C and D) The polymerization theory describes the time evolution of length distribution and
polymer concentration. The mean polymer length increases from 1.7
(equivalent to ∼200 bp, time-point A) to 24 monomers (equivalent to ∼2,880
bp, time-point D).

Mast et al.

Discussion
Our detailed theory to describe accumulation and polymerization in
a thermal gradient is based on realistic assumptions and uses experimentally measured parameters. It connects physical and chemical nonequilibrium systems that are plausible in a primordial setting.
The polymerization of RNA in thermal traps can be predicted because reliable measurements of the thermophoretic parameters of
RNA for different lengths at various salt concentrations are available. In various scenarios, a critical length of the trap is found for
which the accumulation reaches the dissociation constant of polymerization. Beyond this critical trap length, the trapped concentration diverges hyperexponentially and the RNA length distribution
reaches lengths beyond 100 bases (Fig. 2C). Because the thermophoretic coefﬁcients depend only moderately on concentration,
signiﬁcant reductions of the ionic contributions to thermophoresis
are expected only well beyond millimolar concentrations (18) and
are unlikely to vanish due to hydrophobic contributions.
The kinetics of the trap can require weeks and years in the
simple linear geometry discussed here. As the outside molecules
have to access the trap by diffusion, the equilibration timescale of
the trap increases linearly with the concentration ratios. Reaching
the point (2) in Fig. 2 A–C by pure linear diffusion demands 100 y.
However, alternative geometries with, e.g., a larger trap aperture
for increased diffusive inﬂux or with a continuous overﬂow of
ocean water perpendicular to the hydrothermal convection allow
reaching the steady state much faster.
The proposed mechanism of trapped polymerization is well
suited for low salt concentrations used, for example, in RNA
polymerization from cyclic nucleotides (5). The polymerization
requires cGMP in millimolar concentrations, which could be
enriched from catalytically active rock surfaces (31). In general,
surface catalysis on rock particles of the micrometer scale such as
clay (7) is highly compatible, because larger particles show only
minor accumulation due to their slow diffusional response time.
For example, 1-μm beads cycle under conditions at which DNA
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Four different time points are indicated by letters A–D in Fig. 4
and Fig. S3B. After 6 h (C in Fig. 4 and Fig. S3B), the concentration ratio between the trap center and the edge reached a ﬁxed
value by reducing the monomer concentration at the trap edge.
Only at a later time point (D in Fig. 4 and Fig. S3B), also the
absolute monomer concentration inside the trap reached its steady
state. At this time, monomers are accumulated more than 1,000fold inside the trap. The physical nonequilibrium of the thermal
trap is still required after time-point D to maintain the lengthenhanced chemical equilibrium of polymerization. In Fig. 4 C and
D, the polymer concentration and length distribution at the respective time points A–D of the experiment are shown. The
trapped polymerization results in the concentration of 11-mers
being larger than the concentration of monomers. In the ﬁnal state
(D in Fig. 4 and Fig. S3B), polymers consisting of 100 monomers
or a corresponding length of 12,000 bp are expected. Fig. 4B shows
the FRET signal recorded during the accumulation experiment
(solid line). It precisely matches the theoretical prediction of our
polymerization theory (dashed line), which we had calibrated
using the FRET signals obtained by titration in a heated, nonconvecting, nonaccumulating trap (open squares).
Assumptions, such as the omission of cyclization reactions and
the diffusion-controlled limit for the experimental system, are
supported by the agreement of Eq. 2 to the titration values. Furthermore, the agreement between the dynamic and static experiments (Fig. 4B) shows that at every time point polymerization is
faster than the thermal trap as assumed in theory. This corresponds
to a small perturbation of the chemical equilibrium of polymerization by the continuing physical nonequilibrium of the thermal
trap until the ﬁnal length distribution is reached. This gives us the
conﬁdence to extrapolate the ﬁndings toward a prebiotic scenario,
implemented solely by using the experimentally veriﬁed theory of
accumulation-enhanced polymerization, but with RNA parameters
and a gravitationally driven trap instead of a laser-driven one.
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strongly accumulates (Movie S1), forcing molecules to reversibly
attach and detach at the particle surface.
The thermal gradient and convection not only support accumulation and polymerization but also are capable of triggering and
preserving the propagation of information, a vital requirement of
the RNA world. When following a convection path, oligonucleotides are exposed to temperature oscillations that can trigger
exponential replication reactions (15, 16). Compared with the
isothermal case, replication is not faster for shorter oligomers and
thus does not lead to the degeneration of information by shortening of the replicates as demonstrated by Spiegelmann’s pioneering experiments (32). Thermally triggered replication (PCR)
is compatible with thermal trapping: In previous work, DNA was
replicated with a polymerase every 30 s in a laser-driven thermal
molecule trap (16). Also the protein-free replication of codon
information can be approached by using truncated tRNA molecules in a thermal oscillation (17). Other physical nonequilibrium
mechanisms to drive replication have also been explored, such
as a mechanical disequilibrium-induced pattern of replication in
larger DNA complexes (33). Isothermal RNA ligation could be
used for a mutual ligation chain reaction (34). Techniques from
DNA machines could be used to form oligomers (35) and trigger
sequence-determined polymer synthesis (36). Interestingly, important steps in peptide synthesis can be catalyzed by simple RNA
molecules under physiological conditions (37). In addition, it was
recently shown theoretically by modeling RNA ligation in a thermophoretic trap that sequence information transmission can be
initiated by differential degradation in a thermal oscillation (38).
More generally, the framework of nonequilibrium statistical
thermodynamics can be used as a unifying theoretical framework
to describe the generation of sequence information, using chemical and physical nonequilibrium processes (39). An exciting
experimental prospect is the implementation of autonomous
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molecular evolution in a thermal trap—a molecular Darwinian
process with replication driven by thermal cycling and selection
driven by the length-sensitive trapping.
Materials and Methods
The trapping geometry and laser heating were described previously (16). Trap
length was increased to 3.5 mm on each side (aspect ratio of the trap 70 from
each side) at a lower temperature difference by plan correcting the scanning
optics (speciﬁcations provided in SI Text B). A capillary with a rectangular cross
section of 100 × 50 μm was thermally coupled to a Peltier element with sapphire
and silicon. Double-stranded DNA with a length of 95 bp and with sticky ends 25
bases in length was allowed to reversibly polymerize by hybridization. Physiological salt concentrations (1× PBS: 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM
Na2 HPO4 · H2 O, 2 mM KH2 PO4 , pH 7.4) were used throughout the experiment.
Heating and thermoviscous ﬂow were provided by a 1,940-nm IR laser (20 W; IPG
Photonics) and calibrated with the temperature-dependent ﬂuorescence of the
FRET signal and silica beads, respectively. DNA binding was recorded with ﬂuorescence energy transfer (Table S1 and S2) (40) in an alternative dual excitation
and permanent dual emission (Optosplit II; Cairn Research) microscopy setup
(Axiotech Vario; Zeiss) with a 40×, 0.9 NA objective (Zeiss). Multiple images at
modulated LED currents were used to enhance the dynamic range of the 12-bit
CCD camera (PCO imaging). The thermophoretic properties (diffusion and Soret
coefﬁcient) of the 95-bp DNA were measured as described previously (20). To
extrapolate the experiments into an RNA-world scenario, short single-stranded
RNAs with lengths of 5–50 bases were measured over various salt concentrations and temperatures (SI Text C). Soret coefﬁcients vs. RNA over length
were ﬁtted with power laws for use in theory and ﬁnite-element simulations.
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